
APPENDICES

Appendix A. Orthography Key

• Consonants:



"??* /??/ aarks an ©oho question, a repetition of the preceding
sentence without prominent stress and with a markedly
falling intonation.

";?" /;?/ marks the sharp rise in intonation on one class of
alternative-type questions.

"l" /%/ marks the break point of intonation in other
alternatire-type questions, after which point the
pitch drops sharply, and up to which it rises.

M
?
N
/?/ marks the falling intonation at the end of a question

where the nucleus of high pitch and stress occurs
earlier either on the grammatical question word
(unmarked), or at the ";".

"//. H
/ //• / marks extra low intonation, and relaxed voice,

observed as a disoourse final feature and
requiring change of speaker.

H (Z)" /(I)/ marks the commencement of speeoh by Z.

Double quotes in text enclose quoted speeoh; single quotes
enclose quoted speeoh within a quotation,

Vernacular words or phrases enclosed in parentheses are JTepali,
not Gurung.

5. Notes ;

Symbols in double quotes in this key represent those
appearing in the texts. Those in slash lines are a phonemic
representation

.

1
Wlth Informant D. the 'interdental 1 stops are regularly

pronounced interdentally, but with other informants the tongue
is frequently retracted to the dental position.

p
The alveolar position of articulation of the affricates

and fricative becomes alveo-palatal in coalescence with N
y
H

following

.

3A voiceless lateral fricative has been interpreted as a
ooalesoence of Nkl H

, and represented accordingly.

"ph" occasionally fluctuates from a voiceless aspirated
stop to voiceless bilabial frioative.

''The 'voiced stops' frequently become voiced fricatives
word-medially, though sometimes unaspirated voiced stops in
this position, word-initially before clear vowels they are
unaspirated, and before breathy vowels aspirated stops.



- xz» -

"h H Is a glottal fricative (not velar) observed only In
some Nepali loanwords which have *h* Initial, Fully assimilated
loans appear to replace the consonantal "h" plus vowel by a
word-initial breathy vowel*

'Following aspirated voiceless stops "l
M and Mr H are

voiceless; before breathy vowels Hr H has a voiceless release;
elsewhere *l" and "r" are voiced.

8
Towels pattern as syllable nuclei—one vowel to one

syllable. Vowels may be marked for modification by:

i) nasality: "E" /§/, *tt" /fc/;

ii) length: *oo" /o:/, *kk* fa\/\

111) breathiness: "ih" /i
h
/f "Oh" /g

h
/;

iv) accent (high tone): "eq" /6/f *aahq H
/&:

h
/.

9 "e* tends to be more olose in quality if oral than if
nasal.

Following bilabial or velar consonants, H
i M and "e"

frequently exhibit a palatal onglide, with the tongue tip
behind the bottom teeth.

Following bilabial or velar consonants, No N h»s more
pronounced lip-rounding than in other environments.

She semivowel "a" /a/ is distinguished in the texts from
the vowel "a" /a/ in the following way: If "a w occurs
immediately preceding another vowel symbol, "e, 1, o, u H

, it
is a semivowel. If a consonantal symbol, tone mark q" or
period "." intervenes between "a" and a following vowel symbol,
the *a

M is a vowel—that is, a syllable nuoleus carrying
lexical pitch.
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